Contact angle measurements by confocal microscopy for non-destructive microscale surface characterization.
Contact angle measurements are of great importance in surface characterization but the practical use has often been limited to macroscopic dimensions (millimeters). Therefore, we have developed a confocal microscopy method that allows non-destructive measurements of both low (<30 degrees ) and high (30 degrees -90 degrees ) contact angles. Low contact angles were measured by reconstructing the drop profile from the interference patterns in droplets condensed from atmospheric humidity. At higher contact angles water droplets with a small amount of fluorescein were sprayed onto the surfaces and 3D-image stacks were recorded and used to extract the contact angle. Suitable drop sizes were between a few up to about 50 mum radius, using a 40x magnification objective. Using drops >10 micrometers radius for microcontact angle measurements a good correlation was obtained between measured micro- and macrocontact angles. After microcontact angle measurements the surfaces were rinsed and heavy meromyosin motor fragments were adsorbed to the surface. Importantly, the sensitive actin propelling function of these motor proteins was not affected by the previous contact angle measurements using fluorescent droplets. This suggests that the methodology should be suitable for non-destructive characterization of different parts of micropatterned surfaces being developed for biological assays.